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Our Appeal to the Party Members

Congress, the most important event and turning point of the Party, has been summed up in Party gatherings which stood out in Party history as the expression of these events. The present meeting of the Central Executive Committee, called to convene the Party for an opportunistic and bureaucratic leadership and to end the reorganize of its apparatus, is such a gathering. It will represent in Party history a decisive moment.

In most of the significant Party meetings of the past certain features, certain details, stand out and give themselves as indicators of the whole character of the gatherings. This is true also of this one. Let us mention a couple of these characteristic features of the present meeting of the Central Executive Committee.

The most obvious is the absence of the henchmen, the组成分子, which is the most conspicuous fact of the meeting. This absence is not accidental; it is the result of the interests of the Party leadership.

If we want to understand the actions of the henchmen, we must understand the interests of the Party leadership. The henchmen are the servants of the Party leadership. They are the tools of the Party leadership. They are the means by which the Party leadership can control and manipulate the Party.

The henchmen are the people who are responsible for the Party's success or failure. They are the people who are responsible for the Party's strength or weakness. They are the people who are responsible for the Party's growth or decline.

The henchmen are the people who are responsible for the Party's internal peace or strife. They are the people who are responsible for the Party's unity or division. They are the people who are responsible for the Party's discipline or anarchy.

The henchmen are the people who are responsible for the Party's morale or demoralization. They are the people who are responsible for the Party's optimism or pessimism. They are the people who are responsible for the Party's confidence or lack of confidence.
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A Burglary - Its Political Meaning

On Sunday evening, December 23, the residence of Rosa Karver and Jim Carver, where the official blackboard was hung, was broken into and the property was stolen. The burglar left money and food behind by hijacking by the demonstrators during the absence of the occupants.

The burglary was a professional job. De-

tected by the police, who were called to the scene by the burglar after the silent alarm went off, the police were forced to chase the burglar away. The thief was caught and the burglar was arrested.

There is one feature of the proceedings against the burglar that is of particular interest. After the burglary, the police were forced to break into the residence of the burglar to recover the stolen property. This has led to a change in the law, as the police can now break into the burglar's residence without a warrant. This is a significant development.

The burglar's trial is scheduled for January 15. If he is convicted, he will face a maximum sentence of 10 years in prison. If he is acquitted, he will be released immediately. The burglary is seen as a symbol of the growing political unrest in the country.

The People's Liberation front, leading the party to defeat the class struggle and gain power, is indeed the only way to save our entire activism. The elections are not about the People's Liberation front. The election is about the People's Liberation front, and the People's Liberation front is the only way to save our entire activism.

The People's Liberation front is the only radical party in the country, and the People's Liberation front is the only way to save our entire activism. The People's Liberation front is the only way to save our entire activism.

A National Organization Tour

The last public meeting of the Organization was held on December 27, with an audience of several thousand. The meeting was moderated by President Obama, who emphasized the importance of unity and solidarity.

The next meeting will be held on January 15. The place and time will be announced later.

The Organization is committed to organizing the masses of people to fight for their rights and to build a better society.

The Organization is dedicated to fighting for social justice and equality.

The Organization is determined to fight for the rights of all people, regardless of their race, gender, or sexual orientation.

The Organization is dedicated to organizing the people to fight for their rights and to build a better society.

The Organization is determined to fight for social justice and equality.

The Organization is dedicated to fighting for the rights of all people, regardless of their race, gender, or sexual orientation.
THE DRAFT PROGRAM OF THE COMINTERN

By L. D. TROTSKY

CONTINUED FROM LAST ISSUE

Having mobilized and rooted these productive forces in the rural and urban areas of the country, we must now begin with the task of export and export.

The main thrust of the draft program directed mechanistically into the heart of the masses of the country, wherever the industrial bases of the national bourgeoisie, arguing as if there were no masses, no class struggle, that the whole draft is a codification of readapted, readjustable, readjustable, and of opportunist and centrist conclusions which are the marks of the opportunists, the program of the imperialists in this country.

FROM COMING ALLIANCE TO THE DRAFT TO MATCH WHICHEVER ITS IMPOSITIONS TO THE MAJORITY

We have already quoted that part of the first chapter which speaks of the program of the coming alliance and the coming alliance by which they have ruled us.

The coming alliance is not so much a program as a set of instructions that have been issued to the workers of the country, to the peasants of the country, and to the armed forces of the country, that have been issued to the workers of the country, to the peasants of the country, and to the armed forces of the country.
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**Karl Radek's Appeal for Trotsky**

To the Central Committee, C.P.U.R., Congress!

We, the 2,100 Bolsheviks who yesterday revolted at the 14th Plenum of the Central Committee of the C.P.U.R. and who now form a majority of the Central Committee, hereby declare our total loyalty to Comrade Trotsky! We are united with our brother in everything that is the lifeblood of Bolshevism! We are united with him in the great historical events that have been thrust upon us! We are united with him in the great sacrifices that we are making for the cause of Bolshevism! We are united with him in the battle against the counter-revolution! We are united with him in the battle against the counter-revolutionary forces of the C.P.U.R.!
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Letters from the Militants

NEW HAVEN
November 13, 1938

Dear Comrade,

I received your news that 35 copies of the No. 1 of The Militant and a few more issues. Our committee in New York has agreed to do something about reissuing The Militant on a larger scale. We will keep you informed about this as soon as we have anything to say about the Trottsky Opposition. The situation is critical, but we hope that the action of the New York committee will give new hope to many comrades in the Northeast. We are all in agreement that if we are to win this struggle we must work with the democratic methods of the Party leadership and not fight the Trottsky Opposition in the streets. This is the only way to win the support of the workers and the masses of our class.

Wally, I have been away for a while but I hope to have something to say about the current situation in the near future.

Yours sincerely,

SAMUEL GOMES

A REACTION TO GANNON

New York, Dec. 11, 1938

Dear Comrade,

We are now in the process of issuing a new issue of The Militant. I am writing you because I have noticed that there are some differences of opinion among comrades about the current situation in the Party. I have been reading some of the articles in the new issue and I think that they are very good. I hope that we can work together to build a stronger Party and to fight for our class interests.

Sincerely yours,

SAMUEL GOMES

THE AFFAIR ON UNION SQUARE

New York, December 14, 1938

Dear Comrade,

The affair on Union Square was a very important event in the history of the Party. It showed the need for a strong and united leadership to fight for the interests of the working class.

Sincerely yours,

M. L. FERNANDEZ